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ABSTRACT

Today, in the era of data and computing, fast and reliable retrieval of information has become of great 
importance for security and military applications, and continues to be such, as the amount available 
digital data increases every second. While the search and retrieval of text data has produced mature 
products and are today being used in search engines everyday by everyone, the retrieval of spoken content 
still remains a young research, especially for low resource languages where the available data is scarce 
to train reliable speech recognition systems. This chapter provides a thorough introduction of a speech 
retrieval task called “keyword search” and presents a novel similarity measure optimization-based 
approach. The case study was experimented on telephone conversations in three different languages 
and thousands of keywords randomly selected from each language were searched in the document. The 
experiments show that the technique introduced in this chapter offers a new methodology to handle the 
terms that does not even exist in the vocabulary of the speech recognition systems.

INTRODUCTION

The digitalization of data and the ever-increasing storage capacity has brought people closer to a life 
like the fictional world in Jorge Luis Borges’ Library of Babel (Borges, 1998), —an infinite library 
whose books contain every possible string of letters and, therefore, somewhere an explanation of why 
the library exists and how to use it. Though, it was highly doubted that the librarians would ever find 
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that book amid the miles of nonsense. The situation the society faces today is somewhat similar: When 
it comes to retrieval of data, and especially the spoken data, the conundrum appears to be the “Paradox 
of Abundance” defined in Haidt (2006): Quantity undermines the quality of our engagement. Hence, it 
is vital now, in the Internet era; to efficiently and correctly retrieve the data of interest to make our lives 
easier as evidenced by the well-developed text retrieval technology, which is undoubtedly one of the 
biggest life-changing innovations of the past century. On the other hand, speech retrieval technology is 
still nascent even though speech is definitely one of the most appealing forms of information content. 
The retrieval of speech is therefore not only attractive but also necessary for users to efficiently browse 
across the vast quantities of multimedia content.

Detection of certain words in telephone conversations is also a very important task for security rea-
sons and fight against terrorism. Such a task may require a dynamic list of ‘suspicious’ keywords, so 
that there no longer exists a necessity for developing the retrieval system from the beginning once new 
keywords become of interest.

This chapter focuses on a speech retrieval task called spoken term detection, also known as keyword 
search (KWS). In KWS, the user provides a query in text form consisting of one or more words. This 
query is searched in an un-transcribed audio archive and the locations in the audio where the query exits 
are returned to the user in an ordered list, with respect to a similarity score the KWS system attributes 
to them. The text counterpart of the task that was just defined is a very common one in everyday life. 
Nowadays, people rarely spend a day without searching something in Google©. Text browsing also 
comes in handy and used in text editors with very well-known short-cut button configurations. Despite 
this wide usage of text retrieval acknowledged by almost every computer user, searching for speech still 
remains a young research. Searching for audio-visual content in multimedia archives, such as YouTube, 
only provides videos whose title or meta-data has high similarity scores to the text query. The actual 
locations where the terms of interest are uttered are not available upon such a search. In KWS, on the 
other hand, the audio documents are returned to the user along with the time stamps where the query 
occurs. Such a system maybe desired in situations where the user is interested in finding locations of 
their queries in lecture videos, broadcast news reports, radio communications, meeting recordings. 
Furthermore, detecting and locating the utterance of certain keywords in telephone conversations may 
be very important for security applications for prevention and/or investigation of criminal or terrorist 
activities. System diagram demonstrating the KWS task is given in Figure 1.

Since the text retrieval task is now a mature product and has been providing reliable results, the first 
practiced approach to KWS was using an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system on the audio archive 
and converting the task into a text retrieval task. Once the spoken document is converted into a string 
of words by the ASR system, the task is now to finding text in text, which is not so hard. However, only 
depending on the ASR system output limits the retrieval system’s performance to the accuracy and the 
vocabulary size of the ASR systems being used. Furthermore, when circumstances are harder as in the 
situations when the recording conditions are very noisy and there is little or no available data for the 
language of interest, which is referred to as a “low resource language” in the literature.

This chapter aims to address the problem of KWS especially for low resource languages by present-
ing the methodologies adopted in literature and introduces a novel approach that conducts a similarity 
measure optimization and a dynamic search. In the next section the definitions are presented and the 
conventional techniques are introduced. The problem brought by scarcity of resources is addressed in a 
thorough manner and the solution methodology is described. The validity of the approach is presented 
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